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Abstract—Auction is becoming increasingly popular for dynamic spectrum access (DSA), while it is extremely vulnerable to sybil
attacks. Existing studies on sybil-proof DSA auction impractically assume that attackers bid truthfully based on true appraisals. This
paper, for the first time, considers untruthful attackers and investigates the sybil-proof auction design in such more hazardous
scenarios. To justify the new assumption, we first show that attackers obtain higher utilities by bidding untruthfully, especially in
networks with inadequate channels. Based on this novel finding, we then design a practical sybil attack model named EqualSumBid
Sybil, where attackers follow an equal-sum rule (i.e., the sum bid value of the multiple identities of an attacker equals the bid value
when it bids with only one identity) instead of their true appraisals. To ensure efficient DSA under the new attack, we finally propose the
PRAM, a Practical sybil-pRoof Auction Mechanism, where suspicious identity merging and bid-independent bidder sorting methods are
introduced to alleviate the effect of untruthfulness on spectrum auction. Furthermore, winner selection and payment methods are
designed to resist the EqualSumBid Sybil attack. Theoretical analyses and numerical results show that PRAM not only resists the
EqualSumBid Sybil attack but also achieves individual rationality and truthfulness.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of software-defined radios (SDR)
and the explosive growth of wireless devices, radio spec-
trum shortage is becoming an increasingly critical issue,
posing a bottleneck to the development of the wireless com-
munication industry [1]. Dynamic spectrum access (DSA), a
technology that allows primary owners to lease their unused
spectrums to secondary users (SUs) for improved spectrum
utilization, has been recognized as a highly promising solu-
tion to the radio spectrum shortage issue [2].

Various approaches have been adopted to address the
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DSA issue, among which auction has attracted considerable
attentions, thanks to its high fairness. In auction, each bid-
der has appraisals of the goods, which represent his/her
estimates on the worth of the goods and are modeled
by valuation functions. A valuation function describes the
amount v of money a bidder is willing to pay for a certain
amount d of goods. Fig. 1 shows some examples of valuation
functions, which can be linear, concave, convex or irregular.
In a spectrum auction, the goods are spectrum channels and
the bidders are SUs that request for the channels. SUs submit
one or multiple bids for the channels they need according
to their valuation functions. An auctioneer (usually a PU
or a trustworthy third party) collects the bids from all
the SUs, selects part of them as winners and charge the
winning SUs an amount of payments for the channels they
bid. Extensive auction-based DSA mechanisms have been
proposed for various network scenarios, such as [3], [4],
[5], [6]. These results show that, through proper design of
auction mechanisms, unused spectrums can be effectively
allocated and re-used among users, which greatly improves
the spectrum utilization.

Despite its benefits, auction is vulnerable to the Sybil
attack [7], [8], in which a malicious bidder (i.e., attacker) can
claim multiple fictitious identities to gain more revenues.
As demonstrated in recent studies [7], [9], [10], it is fairly
easy for a cognitive radio user to generate multiple fictitious
“names” identified by service-set identifiers (SSIDs). To
counteract the Sybil attack, several recent research efforts
have been devoted to the design of Sybil-proof auction
mechanisms for the DSA [7] (Please see Section 2 for the de-
tailed introduction fo these studies). Although these works
represent a notable progress in the study of Sybil-proof
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Fig. 1: Valuation function examples

DSA auction mechanisms, they rely on an overly idealistic
assumption that attackers and also their fictitious identities
follow the valuation function rule, i.e., bid truthfully accord-
ing to their true appraisals of the spectrum channels.

This assumption is arguable, because the attackers are
rational and thus it is unreasonable to force them to bid
truthfully. In addition, it is difficult to judge whether attack-
ers bid truthfully or not, because the valuation functions of
attackers are only known to themselves. Furthermore, an
attacker may suffer from a decreased probability of winning
the auction or an excessive payment for the successfully
bided channels, compared with the case where he/she dose
not attack, i.e., bids with only one identity. For example,
suppose an attacker bids truthfully and follows the val-
uation function in Fig. 1(b). In the case without attack,
he/she submits a bid of $6 for 3 channels. In the case with
attack, he/she creates two identities and submits two bids
according to the valuation function, e.g., one bid of $0.5 for
1 channel and the other of $2 for 2 channels. The sum value
of the bids in the attack case is $2.5, which is less than the $6
in the no-attack case. As a result, the probability of winning
the auction decreases, because the auctioneer prefers to
assigning channels to SUs with higher bids. On the contrast,
attackers that follow the valuation function in Fig. 1(c) will
have a higher winning probability, while their payments
may exceed the amount that they should have paid. In either
case, attackers are reluctant to perform the traditional Sybil
attack with truthful bidding. More importantly, as shown
by the simulation results in Section 3.2 and 3.3, attackers
have strong incentives to bid untruthfully (i.e., deviate from
their valuation functions) as doing so can bring them more
revenues, especially in networks with inadequate channels.

The above reasons motivate us to consider a more prac-
tical and hazardous DSA scenario in the presence of un-
truthful attackers, and investigate the design of sybil-proof
auction mechanisms therein. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first paper that focuses on the design of sybil-
proof DSA auction schemes with untruthful attackers. The
main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

• This paper, for the first time, discovers that bidders
(normal or malicious) can gain more revenues by
bidding untruthfully, especially in networks with in-
adequate channels. We name this novel finding Short-
of-Channel untruthfulness throughout this paper. Such
a phenomenon exists in most of the existing auction-

based mechanisms, be they sybil-proof or non-sybil-
proof.

• Based on the above finding, we model a new and
practical sybil attack named EqualSumBid Sybil to
characterize the untruthful bidding strategies of at-
tackers. In this attack, attackers deviate from their
valuation functions, while the sum of the bid values
from all the fictitious identities of an attacker equals
the bid value when the attacker bid with only one
identity. The equal sum rule is to ensure that by
splitting one identity into multiple ones an attacker
will not suffer from a decreased winning probability
or an excessive payment.

• Existing Sybil-proof auction-based mechanisms fail
to tackle the EqualSumBid Sybil attack due to the fact
that the attacker’s utility computation methods dif-
fer significantly between the traditional Sybil attack
model and our proposed one. Therefore, to ensure
efficient DSA under the new sybil attack, we propose
a Practical sybil-pRoof Auction Mechanism named
PRAM, where suspicious fictitious identity merging
and bid-independent bidder sorting methods are
introduced to alleviate the effect of untruthful bid
values on channel allocation results. Furthermore,
winner selection and payment methods are designed
and combined to resist the EqualSumBid Sybil attack
and avoid Short-of-Channel untruthfulness. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose
this intuitive and effective merging and sorting meth-
ods in Sybil-proof DSA mechanisms, and delicately
design winner selection and payment methods after
analyzing EqualSumBid Sybil model and Short-of-
Channel untruthfulness in detail.

• We finally provide extensive theoretical analyses and
numerical results to show that PRAM not only effec-
tively counteracts the EqualSumBid Sybil attack but
also achieves two critical properties, i.e., individual
rationality where no bidders including the attackers
obtain negative utilities, and truthfulness where bid-
ders including the attackers can obtain the maximal
utility by bidding truthfully.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we briefly introduce the related works. In Section III,
we present a technical auction model and our EqualSumBid
Sybil attack model and also introduce the Short-of-Channel
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untruthfulness. We present PRAM in detail in Section IV. In
Section V, we prove the individual-rationality, truthfulness
and EqualSumBid Sybil-proofness of PRAM. In Section VI,
the performance of our PRAM scheme is evaluated. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section VII.

2 RELATED WORKS

In the last few years, auction has been widely used to design
incentive mechanisms for dynamic spectrum allocation (e.g.
[11], [12], [13], [14], [6]). Besides individual rationality, spec-
trum reusability, truthfulness(i.e., strategy-proofness) are
three major properties of spectrum auction mechanism.

Zhou and Zheng proposed a truthful double spectrum
mechanism with spectrum reusability property and ex-post
budget balance property in [13]. In [15], authors designed
two payment rules suitable for the core-selecting auction,
which aim to minimize the incentives of bidders to deviate
from truthful telling. Huang et al. [16] present SPRING,
which is the first truthful and privacy-preserving spec-
trum auction mechanism. Zheng et al. in [17] introduced
a truthful combinatorial auction for spectrum reusability
and transmission scheduling. In [18] and [19], the proposed
strategy-proof auction mechanisms allow each bidder to
submit a bid for a single channel. Xu et al. [20] and Wu et al.
[21] presented truthful mechanisms for both single-channel
and multichannel auctions. Wu et al. designed SPECIAL
[22], which is a truthful and efficient multi-channel auction
mechanism for wireless networks. Yang et al. [23] designed
a framework for spectrum double auctions, which jointly
considers spectrum reusability, truthfulness, and profit max-
imization without the distribution knowledge. In online
spectrum auction mechanisms [24] [25], channels are ar-
riving in a dynamic and random order, and bidders are
allowed to request channels according to their demands.
The above mechanisms guarantee spectrum reusability and
truthful while focusing on different aspects. Our mechanism
also achieves spectrum reusability and truthful.

Sybil attack is a hot topic that has attracted many re-
searchers’ interest. Jan et al. proposed a novel detection
scheme for Sybil attacks in a centralized clustering-based
wireless sensor network [26]. LSR [27] was introduced to
detect Sybil attacks and enhance the security of a privacy-
preserving Vehicular Peer-to-Peer Network. Wang et al. [28]
proposed how to address a Sybil attack in Peer to peer (P2P)
e-commerce applications. Zhang et al. have conducted in the
Sybil attack in crowdsourcing and present countermeasures
for it [29], [30]. Lin et al. proposed Sybil-proof online incen-
tive mechanisms to deter the Sybil attack for crowdsensing
in [31].

Wang et al. proposed an excellent mechanism named
”ALETHEIA” in [7], [8], which is the first Sybil-proof and
truthful auction mechanism for multichannel allocation.
However, ALETHEIA focuses on resisting the traditional
Sybil attack with truthful bidding, and did not take into
account some untruthful and Sybil-attack situation accord-
ing to our experiment. In this paper, we propose a practical
Sybil attack model and present a truthful spectrum auction
mechanism that can support spectrum reusability and re-
sists this new kind of Sybil attack.

3 MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

3.1 System model
Consider a cognitive radio network with multiple hetero-
geneous SUs and a primary spectrum owner (PO) who
owns multiple homogeneous orthogonal channels to serve
its subscribed PUs. If at some time there are idle channels
available, the PO can allow SUs to access these channels in
order to obtain some extra profits.

In our system model, we formulate the process of multi-
channel allocation as a spectrum auction, and the auctioneer
is the PO that wants to share idle channels for proper
benefits. We consider that the PO has a set M = {1, ...,M} of
homogenous orthogonal idle channels, which can be leased
to bidders. We assume that there are N bidders that need
to use the channels, which are all secondary users and
represented as N = {1, ..., N}. Generally, a large mount of
secondary users are of urgent need of spectrum resources,
which implies that the number of bidders N far outweighs
the number of idle channels M , and all idle channels will be
leased in the end of the auction.

Due to spatial reusability, by which two SUs can share
the same wireless channel simultaneously once they are
well-separated (i.e., out of interference range of each other).
Same to Reference [12] and [32], we adopt a SINR (signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio) based interference model in
[33] and an interference range 425m, which is 1.7 times
the outdoor transmission range (250m) in IEEE 802.11n.
A conflict graph is utilized to simulate the interference
relationships among bidders. In the conflict graph, a node
represents a bidder and an edge implies that there is a pair of
bidders in the interference range. Let G =< V,E > denotes
a conflict graph, in which V is the set of bidders, and E is
the interference relationship between bidders. We use N(i)
to denote the set of interfering neighbors of bidder i.

For each bidder i ∈ N, i submits bid βi = (bi, di) to
the auctioneer, which includes the total bid value bi and the
number of request channels di(0 < di < M). We define ri
as the unit-bid of bidder i,

ri =
bi
di
.

Bidder i also has bidder’s true valuation function vi(). If
bidder i bids truthfully, then bi = vi(di). The bid profile and
unit-bid profile of all bidders are β̃ = (β1, β2, ..., βN ) and
r̃ = (r1, r2, ..., rN ).

After receiving the bid profile, based on our truthful
and EqualSumBid Sybil-proof auction, proposed in Sec-
tion 4, the auctioneer decides the charging profile for
all bidder p̃ = (p1, p2, ..., pN ) and the allocation profile
Ã = (A1, A2, ..., AN ), where Ai is set of channels assigned
to bidder i. AN(i) represents the set of channels that have
been allocated to the neighbors of bidder i, and

AN(i) = ∪j∈N(i)Aj .

For each winning bidder, an allocation result returned by
the auctioneer includes a price pi and an assigned channel
set Ai, which means the winning bidder i can occupy the
channels in Ai.

The utility of bidder i is

Ui =

{
vi(|Ai|)− pi, |Ai| > 0

0, |Ai| = 0.
(1)
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TABLE 1: Notation Definition

Notation Description
M The set of homogenous and orthogonal idle chan-

nels
N The set of secondary users
G The conflict graph
βi The bid profile of bidder i submitted to the auc-

tioneer
bi Bid value of bidder i’s request
ri Unit-bid value of bidder i’s request
di The number of bidder i’s request channels
vi True valuation of bidder i
pi Price of bidder i
ci The critical bidder of bidder i
Ai The assigned channel set of bidder i
Ui Utility of bidder i
US

i Utility of bidder i under Sybil attack
N(i) The set of interfering neighbors of bidder i
AN(i) The set of channels that have been allocated to the

neighbors of bidder i
Avai(i) Available channels of bidder i
L The sorted bidder list

dmax
i The largest request channels’ number in N(i)

3.2 EqualSumBid Sybil attack model

In this subsection, we analyze the shortcomings of the tradi-
tional Sybil attack model with truthful bidding and propose
the EqualSumBid Sybil attack model. We will introduce our
attack model under two and more fictitious identities. Then
we prove that our proposed mechanism PRAM is Sybil-
proof under this model in section 5.

It is noted that we assume those fictitious identities of
a Sybil attacker are with the same position or coordinate
in this paper. The strong “same-fictitious-coordinates” as-
sumption mentioned above is to simplify the analysis. If
a weak assumption that the fictitious identities of a Sybil
attacker do not need to possess the same coordinate is
adopted, then any bidder can be a fictitious identity of a
Sybil attacker. Due to the large number of the bidders, there
are too many cases of the fictitious identities of the attacker,
making the analysis extremely complex, if not impossible.
The core of the “same-fictitious-coordinates” assumption is
that the fictitious bidders of a Sybil attacker have the same
interference relationship as that of the original cheating
bidder, which is a common requirement in the literature,
such as ALETHEIA [7], [8] and [34].

The traditional Sybil attack model with truthful bids is
based on a valuation function that is known only to oneself,
and this function may be a straight line, convex, concave,
or neither. We assume that bidder i applies for di channels.
According to the valuation function vi(), the bid value is
bi = vi(di). To gain more revenues, the cheating bidder i
submits two bid values under two fictitious identities i′ and
i′′ in a Sybil attack way, which apply for di′ and di′′ (di =
di′ + di′′ ) channels, respectively. If the cheating bidder i can
obtain more revenues by this traditional Sybil attack than

bidding honestly, then this traditional Sybil attack succeeds;
otherwise, it fails.

The traditional Sybil attack model requires that fictitious
identities of the cheating bidder i follow the valuation func-
tion to determine their bid values, that is, bi′(bi′ = vi(di′))
and bi′′(bi′′ = vi(di′′)). As for attacking with multiple ficti-
tious identities, they also have di = di1 + di2 + ...+ din and
their bid values bi1 = vi(di1), bi2 = vi(di2)..., bin = vi(din)
respectively. So according to the valuation function, there
are several cases:

Case 1: bi = vi(di) > vi(di1) + vi(di2) + ...+ vi(din)

Case 2: bi = vi(di) = vi(di1) + vi(di2) + ...+ vi(din)

Case 3: bi = vi(di) < vi(di1) + vi(di2) + ...+ vi(din)

.

For the attacker i under n fictitious identities, the utility
is

Ui = Ui1 + Ui2 + ...+ Uin, (2)

and each fictitious identity’s utility follows Eq.1.
There are some disadvantages in the traditional attack

model with truthful bidding. To begin with, it is impracti-
cable to require fictitious identities to submit truthful bids.
Then, the valuation function vi is only known by bidder
i. As a result, it is impossible to judge whether a bidder
bids truthfully or not. Finally, in case 1, the Sybil attacker
i may worry about the decrease of being selected as a
winner, because the auctioneer prefers to assign channels
to higher-bided bidders. In case 3, it will lead to the risk of
increased payment and decreased utility. Based on the above
analysis, we believe that cheating bidders will be reluctant
to perform the traditional Sybil attack with truthful bidding.
They are more inclined to carry out a special kind of Sybil
attack, where the total bid value does not change before
(i.e., not performing EqualSumBid Sybil attack) and after
the attack. On this basis, we propose a new Sybil attack
model EqualSumBid Sybil attack, detailed in the following
paragraph.

A cheating bidder i performs a Sybil attack under two
fictitious identities i′ and i′′. The corresponding bid values
are bi′ and bi′′ without following the valuation function.
Only the equation bi = bi′ + bi′′ needs to be satisfied.
Bid values bi′ and bi′′ may be far away from the vi(di′)
and vi(di′′), respectively. The case 2 mentioned above is
just a special case of EqualSumBid Sybil attacks. About the
number of request channels, di = di′ + di′′ is required to be
satisfied in the EqualSumBid Sybil attack model. Similarly,
when an attacker i performs a Sybil attack under multiple
fictitious identities i1, i2 ... in, bi = bi1 + bi2 + ... + bin and
di = di1 + di2 + ...+ din also need to be satisfied.

Fig. 2 shows a simple attack example, in which the
channel set is M = {CH1, CH2, CH3, CH4} and the bidder
set is N = {a, b, c, d, e}. The bidder a is an attacker that tries
to improve bidder’s utility by EqualSumBid Sybil attack
under fictitious identities a′ and a′′.

It is noted that in this paper, a successful Sybil attack
we discussed is under an “all-fictitious-winner” assumption
that all fictitious identities are winners after allocation. There
are two reasons for considering this requirement. One is that
under this “all-fictitious-winner” assumption the winning
attacker can be allocated with all her requested channels.
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Fig. 2: An EqualSumBid Sybil attacking example of bidder
a under two fictitious identities.

In contrast, under the “part-fictitious-winner” assumption,
only part of the fictitious are required to be the winners
as long as they can increase the total utility, which means
only these winning fictitious identities can be allocated
channels. From this point of view, the “all-fictitious-winner”
assumption result in more channels allocated to the attacker
than the “part-fictitious-winner” assumption and can be
regarded as a more hazardous attacker case. The other
reason is that the “all-fictitious-winner” assumption can
simplify the analysis and discussion. Suppose we adopt the
“part-fictitious winner” assumption. Since only part of the
fictitious identities is required to be the winners, the number
of the cases of successful attack is 2n − 1, where n is the
number of fictitious identities. This number will increase
exponentially as the number of fictitious identities increases,
significantly increasing the complexity of the problem. Al-
though the “part-fictitious winner” assumption results in a
very difficult problem, we believe that the new assumption
is of great importance and provide more insights into the
problem. Thus, it deserves a dedicated study and will be
considered in our future work.

3.3 Short-of-Channel untruthfulness

In addition to the EqualSumBid Sybil attack model, we
discover a common type of untruthfulness exception in
some traditional incentive mechanisms, which determine
spectrum allocation results through bidder sorting or critical
bidder finding processes. In these truthful spectrum auction
schemes, it is common to find critical bidders to determine
prices, such as [7], and for each winning SU i, i’s critical
bidder is among i’s neighbors. Moreover, i’s bid bi is always
higher than i’s critical bidder’s bid bci , with which i’s price
pi is set. Since the main reason for this attack is that the total
number of channels is inadequate, we name it a Short-of-
Channel untruthfulness.

There are two kinds of successful Short-of-Channel un-
truthfulness. The first one will change the sorting results,
which affects the allocation result when the total number
of channels is less than the bidders’ required quantities. We
find that the proposed truthful mechanism in Ref. [7] cannot
resist this kind of attack, and will present an attack example
of ALETHEIA [7]. To better illustrate the attack example, we
simply introduce the process of ALETHEIA at first, which
is sketched as follows:

• Bidder Ordering: The ordered bidder list is built
via constructing a Breath-First-Search (BFS) tree. The

bidder with the largest per-channel bid is selected as
the root node. All its conflicting neighbors becomes
its children nodes, in a descending order by their
per-channel bids. This construction is iterated until
all bidders are included in the tree. We then obtain
the ordered list by walking through the tree layer by
layer from the root node to the leaf nodes and from
left to right on each layer.

• Pricing Scheme: We first suppose that di channels
have been allocated to bidder i, and proceed to
allocate channels to other bidders sequentially. Find
out the losing neighbor bidder with the largest per-
channel bid among bidder i’s neighbors, which is
the critical bidder of bidder i. Compute the price for
bidder i with di multiplied by the per-channel bid of
bidder’s critical bidder.

• Allocation Rule: Determine the winners according
to the finally computed prices. Sequentially checks
all bidders whether each bidder’s bid value is greater
than bidder’s computed price and whether remain-
ing channels are enough for allocation. If so, the
bidder wins the request channels. Otherwise, the
bidder loses with no charge.

Fig. 3: A Short-of-Channel untruthfulness example
changing sorting results. a)Interference graph and bid
information, b)BFS trees before and after untruthful

bidding

Now, we present an example to show that untruthful
bidding may lead to a successful attack in ALETHIA. Sup-
pose there are 5 bidders competing for 5 channels, and the
interference graph and bid information are shown in Fig.
3(a). If all bidders bid truthfully, in the Bidder Ordering step,
we can construct the BFS tree as the left one in Fig. 3(b), and
obtain a sorted list (a, b, c, d, e). In the Pricing Scheme step,
we can deduce the critical bidders of a, b, c, d, e are b, a, b, c,
d, respectively. In the Allocation Rule step, we can obtain the
first winner a and the second winner c. If bidder e bids with
a untruthful bid be′ , then the BFS tree will turn into the right
one in Fig. 3(b) with a different sorted list (e, d, c, b, a). The
critical bidder of e becomes null, and thus e will become the
first winner, launching a successful Sybil attack.

The other one happens even if the sorting result remains
the same before and after the attack. In the attack example
shown in Fig.4, there are two bidders a and b who are in the
interference range of each other, and the critical bidder of a
and b is b and null respectively. The total number of chan-
nels for bidding is 4, and the truthful bid profile is shown
in Fig.4. Both bidder a and bidder b satisfy bi > pi(i = a or
b). Assume that the sorting result of bidders is (a, b), which
means bidder a will be discussed before bidder b whether
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Fig. 4: A Short-of-Channel untruthfulness example without
changing sorting results.

it will be selected as a winner or not. Since the number of
channels is inadequate, only bidder a will be selected as a
winner. If bidder b′ bids untruthfully with bb′ , according to
the same sorting result, bidder a’s critical bidder does not
change and the price of bidder a will increase. If ba < pa,
then bidder a loses and attacker b′ wins. Thus, the utility of
attacker b′ is higher than that of truthful bidder b.

3.4 Desired Properties
In this paper, we consider the following important proper-
ties:

• Individual rationality In an individual rational
auction, each bidder with truthful bidding has a non-
negative utility. That means any bidder i in the win-
ner set pays less than bidder’s valuation, pi ≤ vi(di).

• Truthfulness A mechanism is truthful if any bid-
der’s utility is maximized when bidding with true
valuation.

• EqualSumBid Sybil-proofness In a Sybil-proof auc-
tion, the utility of a bidder using a single identity is
greater than or equal to the utility of EqualSumBid
Sybil attack. That is Ui ≥ US

i = Ui1 +Ui2 + ...+Uin .

4 PRAM
In this section, we will introduce the details of our algorithm
named PRAM. The algorithm PRAM is mainly divided into
three phases bid-independent bidder sorting, suspicious identity
merging and critical bidder finding, and allocation determination.

4.1 Bid-independent bidder sorting
In prior spectrum allocation mechanisms, different authors
sort bidders in a variety of ways. In ALETHEIA [7], the
sorting algorithm is designed based on the Breadth-First-
Search (BFS) procedure and per-channel bids. However,
through analysis and experiments, we find ALETHEIA can-
not prevent Short-of-Channel untruthfulness, and the main
reason is that the increase or decrease of bidder’s bid may
result in a change in the sorting result.

In our sorting phase, to achieve truthfulness of spectrum
auction mechanism, we present a bid-independent bidder
sorting method, which guarantees that changing bid does
not affect the sorting result and final allocation result. Bid-
ders are sorted not according to their bids, but according
to their abscissa (i.e., X-coordinate) value. A sorted bidder
list is produced by sorting bidders from small abscissa to
large abscissa. Please note that the key for the proposed
PRAM to achieve the desired properties of truthfulness and
EqualSumBid Sybil-proofness is to guarantee that the same

sorted bidder list is obtained in three different cases (i.e., a
bidder biding truthfully, a bidder bidding untruthfully and
a bidder launching the Sybil attack) after the subsequent
suspicious identity merging introduced in the next subsec-
tion. The abscissa-based sorting method we introduced can
meet this requirement, while the random list cannot. Thus,
from this perspective, the abscissa-based sorting method is
actually different from a random list. We provide numerical
results in Section 6 to show that the proposed PRAM can
achieve the desired properties as long as the same sorted
bidder list is obtained in the three cases.

For the same example in Fig. 2, we sort bidders from
small abscissa to large abscissa in this phase and a sorted
bidder list L = {a′, a′′, b, d, c, e} can be obtained for bidder
a has the minimum abscissa. Furthermore, we calculate
bidders’ unit-bid profile r̃ based on bidders’ bids and the
numbers of request channels.

4.2 Suspicious identity merging and critical bidder
finding

In the merging and critical bidder finding phase, there are
two steps, described in Algorithm 1. Firstly, we consider
that bidders with the same coordinates are suspected of
Sybil attacks and are merged into a bidder (Line 2-11 in
Algorithm1). After merging, we obtain a new bidder list L′.
Secondly, for each bidder i, we find i’s critical bidder ci, and
calculate an estimated price for bidder i based on the unit-
bid of ci. If bidder i is selected as a winner in the end, the
estimated price will turn into the final price. Otherwise, the
final price of bidder i is zero.

To find the critical bidder of bidder i, we present a pre-
allocation method mentioned in Line 24 to 37 of Algorithm
1. We assume that bidder i has been allocated di channels,
and the set of available spectrum for bidder i is denoted by
Avai(i). As a result, we remove bidder i from bidder list
L′(i.e., L′i = L′ \ {i}) and also remove di channels from
remaining channels. Under this premise, remaining bidders
are sequentially pre-allocated in the order of L′i.

For the first bidder j in L′i, we will determine whether
remaining channels are enough for bidder j to request (Line
27 of Algorithm 1). If the answer is yes and bidder j is
neighbor to bidder i, then we will judge whether the sum
of di and the total number of assigned channels to bidder i’
neighbors (the union of assigned channels of bidder j and
assigned channels of bidder i’s neighbors) is less than the
total number of channels M (Line 29 of Algorithm 1). If
the above conditions are met, then bidder j will be “pre-
allocated” with required channels. Remaining bidders are
also judged and pre-allocated one by one.

After that pre-allocation process is completed, the bid-
der with the largest unit-bid among remaining bidders is
assigned as the critical bidder of bidder i (Line 38 to 43 in
Algorithm 1). If all of bidder i’s neighbors win, then the
critical bidder of bidder i is set as a null bidder with zero
unit-bid.

According to line 46 in Algorithm 1, the price of bidder
i is set to the unit-bid of critical bidder ci times the number
of request channels di. If all of the bidder i’s neighbors
win, then ci is a null bidder with a zero unit-bid. In this
way, allocating channels to bidder i is not conflicted with
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Algorithm 1 PRAM-Merging and critical bidder finding

Input: The set of bidders N, the set of channels M, the bid-
der list L, the conflict graph G, the unit-bid profile r̃ =
(r1, r2, ..., rn) and the bid profile β̃ = (β1, β2, ..., βn).

Output: The price profile p̃ = (p1, p2, ..., pn).

2: //Step1:Merging
for i ∈ N do

4: for j ∈ N(i) do
if i and j have the same coordinates then

6: βk = βi + βj ;
L′ ← L\{i, j};

8: L′ ← L′ + {k};
end if

10: end for
end for

12:
//Step 2: Pre-allocation and the critical bidder finding

14: for i ∈ N do
// Critical bidder finding initialization

16: ci ← null, AN(i) ← φ;
rci = 0;

18: for k ∈ N do
Avai(k)←M ;

20: Li ← L′;
end for

22:
// Pre-allocation and the critical bidder finding

24: L′i ← Li\{i};
while L′i 6= φ do

26: j ← Top(L′i);
if |Avai(j)| ≥ dj&&Aj = φ then

28: Let S represent the dj channels in Avai(j) with
the lowest indices;
if j /∈ N(i)||(j ∈ N(i)&&|S ∪ AN(i)| + di ≤ M)
then

30: Aj ← S;
for q ∈ N(j) do

32: Avai(q)← Avai(q)− S;
end for

34: end if
end if

36: L′i ← L′i\{j};
end while

38: for k ∈ N(i) do
if Ak = φ&&rk > rci then

40: ci ← k;
rci = rk;

42: end if
end for

44:
// Price determination

46: pi = rci × di;
end for

48:
Return p̃;

other bidders’ allocation, and bidder i will get the cheapest
estimated price. On the contrary, if the unit-bid of ci is very
large, the allocation of bidder i will cause a great loss, and a
high estimated price will be got by bidder i.

In Fig. 2, a′ and a′′ are suspected EqualSumBid Sybil
attackers and L′ = {a, b, d, c, e} can be obtained after
merging. After pre-allocation and the critical bidder find-
ing phase, the critical bidders of a, b, d, c and e are
null, c, c, d and c, respectively. Then, the payments are
pa′ = 0, pa′′ = 0, pb = 12, pd = 12, pc = 5 and pe = 24.

4.3 Allocation determination
In the allocation determination phase, we assign channels to
bidders in the winner set and return the final results, as
illustrated in Algorithm 2. We allocate channels in the order
of bidders in bidder list L′. The algorithm of the allocation
part has a certain degree of similarity with the pre-allocation
and the critical bidder finding phase in Algorithm 1.

For the top unallocated bidder i in L′, if bi > pi (Line
12 in Algorithm 2) and the number of available channels
is greater than or equal to di plus the largest number
of channels requested by i’s neighbors (named “winner-
channel-requirement” condition, in Line 13 of Algorithm 2),
then bidder i is selected as a winner. Remove bidder i from
L′, and iteratively execute the winner determination process
until L′ is empty. After allocation results are determined,
each winning bidder i’s price is set to be the product of
the unit bit value of the critical bidder (i.e., rci ) and the
number of bidder i’s requested channels. Please kindly note
that merging will not change each suspicious bidder’s price.
If several suspicious bidders have been merged into a bidder
and the merged bidder is determined as a winner, then
each original suspicious bidder of the merged bidder will
be regarded as an unique winner, whose price is still rci
multiplied by the number of her requested channels.

It is noted that the above “winner-channel-requirement”
condition in Line 13 of Algorithm 2, which is different
from the allocation condition “the remaining channels be-
ing enough for allocation” in ALETHEIA , is used to
prevent the Short-of-Channel untruthfulness. Without the
“winner-channel-requirement” condition, truthfulness can-
not be guaranteed (see more details in Lemma 3).

In addition, this condition will not affect the fairness
property of PRAM very much. Instead, it will be a little
helpful to increase fairness for the bidders with very large
abscissa, because they are with later sequences and less
priorities in the abscissa-based bidder sorting results. We
conduct experiments on fairness in Fig.10 which shows
that PRAM can achieve almost the same fairness as that of
ALETHEIA or even higher fairness in some cases. Besides,
the main properties of our proposed mechanism PRAM
are truthfulness and EqualSumBid Sybil-proofness, rather
than fairness. Moreover, the “winner-channel-requirement”
condition only restricts whether a bidder will be determined
as a winner or not. Since there are always a lot of SUs com-
peting for channels, each channel will always be allocated
to some SUs. Every bidder in the sorted bidder list will be
determined once, leading to the convergence of Algorithm
2 definitely after the last bidder in the list is determined.

For the simple attack example shown in Fig. 2, the final
winner set W is {c, a′, a′′} and the attacker a is assigned
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with channels CH1 and CH2. After comparison, we find
that allocation results and utilities do not change before and
after the EqualSumBid Sybil attack. For the two suspicious
bidders a’ and a”, both prices are rca ∗ 1, i.e., the unit-bid
value of the corresponding critical bidder multiplied by the
number of request channels, which are not related to their
own bid values.

Algorithm 2 PRAM-Allocation determination

Input: The set of bidders N , the set of channels M , the
bidder list L′, the conflict graph G, the unit-bid profile
r̃ = (r1, r2, ..., rn), the bid profile β̃ = (β1, β2, ..., βn)
and the price profile p̃ = (p1, p2, ..., pn).

Output: The winner set W and allocated channel profile
Ã = (A1, A2, ..., An).
W ← Φ
while i ∈ N do

3: Avai(i)←M
for j ∈ N(i) do

if dj is the largest request channels’ number in N(i)
then

6: dmax
i = dj

end if
end for

9: end while
while L′ 6= φ do
i← Top(L′);

12: if bi > pi&&Ai = φ then
if |Avai(i)| ≥ di + dmax

i then
Let S represent the di channels in Avai(i) with
the lowest indices;

15: Assign S to Ai;
W ←W ∪ {i};
for j ∈ N(i) do

18: Avai(j)← Avai(j)−Ai;
end for

end if
21: end if

L′ ← L′\{i};
end while

24: Return W ;

5 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section, we will prove the properties of PRAM which
mentioned in Section III-C: Individual rationality, Truthfulness,
and Sybil-proofness.

Lemma 1. PRAM is individual rational.

Proof: Obviously, according to Eq. 1, the utility of any
losing bidder is 0. For each winner i, according to Line 12 in
Algorithm 2, we have bi > pi. Therefore, ui ≥ 0, and PRAM
is individually rational.

Theorem 2. PRAM is truthful.

Proof: Each bidder i ∈ N has a true valuation function
vi(di) to determine the bid value. Bidder i is untruthful
when bidder i requests di channels with a cheating bid
bi 6= vi(di). We prove that a bidder cannot get a higher util-
ity through submitting a cheating bid. In addition, whether

TABLE 2:
Four possible auction results with truthful and untruthful
bids. The sign

√
means the bidder wins and the sign X
means he/she loses.

Case 1 2 3 4
The bidder bids untruthfully X X

√ √

The bidder bids truthfully X
√

X
√

a bidder have been merged with other bidders will not
affect the proof this theorem, because each winning merged
bidder will be demerged and each winner is unique with its
own price, which is only related to rci and the number of
her requested channels. Thus, whether a winner have once
been merged will not affect the following proof.

Four possible results of auction for one bidder when it
bids untruthfully or truthfully are shown in Table I. Now,
we examine these cases as follows:

• Case 1: Bidder i does not win in the case of bids
truthfully and untruthfully, resulting in the same
utilities to be equal to 0.

• Case 2: Bidder i loses when submitting a cheating
bid, resulting in a zero utility. According to Eq.(1)
and Line 12 in Algorithm 2, a winner will get a
non-negative utility. Therefore, the untruthful bidder
cannot increase bidder’s utility in this case.

• Case 3: Bidder i does not win when bids truth-
fully and the utility of i is equal to 0. There are
two different possibilities resulting the occurrence
of this case. One is bi ≤ pi, and the other is the
inadequacy of the total number of channels, which
is the Short-of Channel untruthfulness mentioned in
Section 3.3. For the first one, bidder i is selected as
a winner when increasing bidder’s bid and making
b′i > vi(di). According to Line 12 in Algorithm 2, we
have bi = vi(di) ≤ pi and b′i > pi. Hence, bidder i’s
utility bidding with b′i is less than 0. For the Short-
of Channel untruthfulness, we will prove PRAM can
avoid it in lemma 3.
As a result, bidder i cannot obtain a higher utility
through bidding untruthfully in this case.

• Case 4: Since the calculation of the price of each
bidder is independent of bidder’s own bid, the price
will not change in both ways. The true valuation is
also unchanged. According to Eq.1, bidder i obtains
the same utility in this case.

In sum, truthfulness can be achieved in all four cases.

Lemma 3. PRAM prevents the Short-of-Channel untruthfulness.

Proof: As mentioned in Section 3.3 , there are two kinds of
Short-of-Channel untruthfulness. We will explain resistance
proofs for them one by one.

The first kind of Short-of-Channel untruthfulness is that
a SU’s altering bids will change the sorting results. To
preclude the possibility of this affection, in the sorting part
of PRAM, we present a bid-independent bidder sorting
method to avoid the first kind of Short-of-Channel untruth-
fulness. The same sorting results will be obtained whether
the attacker changes bid value or not, which can effectively
prevent this kind of Short-of-Channel untruthfulness.
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As for the second kind of Short-of-channel untruthful-
ness, the main reason for it is the influence between neigh-
bors. Therefore, PRAM has an additional condition in the
allocation determination phase. According to the “winner-
channel-requirement” condition (Line 13 in Algorithm 2)
, we make sure that the number of available channels is
greater than or equal to the number of bidder i’s request
channels plus the largest request channels number of i’s
neighbors, which can successfully eliminate the influence
between neighbors.

As a result, PRAM can prevent the Short-of-Channel
untruthfulness.

Lemma 4. PRAM is EqualSumBid Sybil-proof under two ficti-
tious identities.

Proof: We assume that bidder i conducts EqualSumBid
Sybil attack with fictitious identities i′ and i′′. The bids of
i′ and i′′ are β′i = (b′i, d

′
i) and β′′i = (b′′i , d

′′
i ), respectively,

where bi = bi′ + bi′′ and di = di′ + di′′ . According to the
interference graph, we have N(i) = N(i′) = N(i′′).

There are five cases to be considered.

• Case 1: Bidder i was a winner before the attack, and
both i′ and i′′ are winners after the attack.

The utility of the attacker i is

Ui
S = Ui′ +Ui′′ = vi′−pi′ +vi′′−pi′′ = vi−pi′−pi′′ .

(3)
Therefore, we mainly compare the price before and

after the attack. According to Line 46 in Algorithm 1,
the price pi without a Sybil attack equals rci × di.
After a Sybil attack, we have p′i = rc′i × d

′
i and p′′i =

rc′′i × d′′i . The total price for attacker i in the Sybil
attack is

pi
S = pi′ + pi′′ = di′ × rci′ + di′′ × rci′′ . (4)

We assume the critical bidder of i′ and i′′ are
bidder ci′ and bidder ci′′ , respectively, and ci′ < ci′′ ,
that means the index of ci′ in the sorted list is smaller
than ci′′ .

As for the fictitious identity i′, according to the
merging and critical bidder finding phase in Algo-
rithm 1, ci′ must not be pre-allocated in this phase.
So ci′ does not satisfy the condition in Line 29 of
Algorithm 1. As the critical bidder of a bidder must
be bidder’s neighbor, thus, ci′ should satisfy

|∪j∈N(i′),j≤ci′Ak|+ di′ > M.

Since ci′ < ci′′ , the bidder ci′′ also has

|∪j∈N(i′),j≤ci′′Ak|+ di′ > M,

Therefore, ci′ and ci′′ both satisfy the condition of
the critical bidder of bidder i′. According to Line 39
in Algorithm 1, we will find the critical bidder which
has the largest unit-bid, so

rci′ = max{rci′ , rci′′ },

Since N(i) = N(i′) = N(i′′), we can
get |∪j∈N(i′′),j≤ci′Ak| + di′′ > M and
|∪j∈N(i′′),j≤ci′′Ak| + di′′ > M . The identity i′′

also have
rci′′ = max{rci′ , rci′′}.

Similarly, as for i before Sybil attack, we also have
|∪j∈N(i),j≤ci′Ak|+ di > M and |∪j∈N(i),j≤ci′′Ak|+
di > M . That is

rci = max{rci′ , rci′′ }.

Finally, we find that the unit-bids rci , rci′ and rci′′
are equal. According to Eq.(2) and Eq.(3), we have

p̃i = rci × di = pi, (5)

and
Ui = Ui

S

.
As a result, the attacker i cannot improve i’s utility

and the EqualSumBid Sybil attack failed. PRAM is
EqualSumBid Sybil-proof in this case.

• Case 2: Bidder i was a winner before the attack, and
either i′ or i′′ is a winner after the attack.

Obviously, the attack in this case is a failure, be-
cause the attacker i cannot get enough channels.

• Case 3: Bidder i was a winner before the attack, and
neither i′ nor i′′ is a winner after the attack.

In this case, both i′ and i′′ are not winners, so the
utility of attacker is zero after the attack, which is
lower than that of it without Sybil attack. Therefore,
this case fails.

• Case 4: Bidder i was not a winner before the attack,
and both i′ and i′′ are winners after the attack.

As for attacker i, based on the attack model, we can
obtain r′i ≤ ri ≤ r′′i or r′′i ≤ ri ≤ r′i. According to
the conclusions in case 1, we have rci = rci′ = rci′′ .
If bidder i was not a winner before Sybil attack, we
can find bi < pi in Line 12 of Algorithm 2. Hence,
we have ri < rci . Then at most one fictitious identity
can be a winner, which conflicts with the assumption
of case 4. Thus, this case does not exist.

• Case 5: Bidder i was not a winner before the attack,
and either i′ or i′′ is a winner after the attack.

Similar to case 2, the attacker cannot get all the
required channels, so this is also a failure case of the
attack.

In all, a cheating bidder cannot earn a higher utility
by an EqualSumBid Sybil attack in all five cases, that
is to say, PRAM is EqualSumBid Sybil-proof under
two fictitious identities.

Ui′ + Ui′′ ≤ Ui. (6)

Lemma 5. PRAM is EqualSumBid Sybil-proof under multiple
fictitious identities.

Proof: We will prove this lemma in a recursive way: if
PRAM is EqualSumBid Sybil-proof under n fictitious identi-
ties, then it is EqualSumBid Sybil-proof under n+1 fictitious
identities. For multiple fictitious identities, we assume two
identities can be merged into one identity. We take three
fictitious identities case as an example to present the proving
process.

For example, the attacker i is divided into three fictitious
identities i1, i2 and i3. We assume the two of them are
merged into a new identity, that is, the identities of the
attacker are i12 and i3. In lemma 3, we have already proven
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(a) PRAM (b) PRAM-random (c) ALETHEIA

Fig. 5: Utilities of Bidder 7 when bidding truthfully and untruthfully

(a) PRAM

(b) PRAM-random

Fig. 6: Utilities of Bidder 23 when bidding truthfully and
untruthfully

that PRAM can resist the EqualSumBid Sybil attack with
two fictitious identities. As a result, we can deduce that

Ui1 + Ui2 ≤ Ui12 ,

and
Ui12 + Ui3 ≤ Ui.

Therefore, PRAM is EqualSumBid Sybil-proof under three
fictitious identities. A similar proving process can be ob-
tained for any number of fictitious identities. As a result,
PRAM is EqualSumBid Sybil-proof under multiple fictitious
identities.

According to the above two lemmas, we have the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 6. PRAM is an EqualSumBid Sybil-proof mechanism.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we validate the truthfulness and Equal-
SumBid Sybil-proofness of PRAM. To better illustrate these
properties, we use ALETHEIA and PRAM-random for com-
parison, where PRAM-random represents PRAM that re-
sults in the same random sorted bidder list when bidders
bid truthfully, untruthfully or in a Sybil attack way, instead
of the abscissa-based sorting method introduced in Section
4.1.

6.1 Simulation Setup

In our simulation, bidders are deployed following indepen-
dent uniform distribution in a 2000×2000 square area. Same
as in [12] and [32], the interference range is set to be 425m,
which is 1.7 times the outdoor transmission range (250m)
in IEEE 802.11n. If the distance of two bidders’ is less than
the interference range, they will interfere with each other.
As for βi = (bi, di), bidders′ unit-bid ri follow independent
uniform distribution within (0, 1], the number of occupied
channels di is randomly distributed in the range of [0, 5]. All
results are averaged over 100 rounds at least.

The number of channels M and bidders N varies from
5 to 50 and from 50 to 500, respectively. In simulations, we
vary only one factor while fixing other factors.

6.2 Truthfulness

In this subsection, we will verify the truthfulness of PRAM
and prevent the Short-of-Channel untruthfulness. That is,
the attacker increase or decrease bid value (bi 6= vi) to obtain
a higher utility.

In our simulations, we randomly sample bidders and
record the utilities they obtain by bidding truthful, untruth-
fully and after performing Sybil attack, respectively. The
number of bidders in this simulation is set to 100 and the
number of channels for allocation is 25.

The truthful and untruthful utilities of a randomly se-
lected bidder (bidder 7) are shown in Fig. 5. It is noted
that the bidders with different locations and bid values are
randomly generated, resulting in a totally different conflict
graph and a specific auction, in each round. Since the bidder
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(a) PRAM (b) PRAM-random (c) ALETHEIA

Fig. 7: Utilities when bidding truthfully and under two fictitious identities EqualSumBid Sybil attack

(a) PRAM-10 meters (b) PRAM-30 meters (c) PRAM-50 meters

Fig. 8: Utilities when bidding truthfully and under two fictitious identities with different adjacent positions

7 is randomly selected from all the bidders, the results for
the other bidders are similar to that of bidder 7. We can see
from Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), that the utility of an untruthful
bid is always lower than or equal to that of the truthful one.
This means that PRAM is a truthful auction mechanism.
The same experiment in Fig. 5(c) implies that there are
some untruthful cases where ALETHEIA has no way to
avoid this kind of attack. Fig. 5(a)-5(c) show that PRAM
only beats ALETHEIA in about 20% rounds, which validates
ALETHEIA is a considerably excellent mechanism. How-
ever, as long as there exists one untruthful case, ALETHEIA
cannot be considered as a truthful mechanism.

We also conduct the experiment on another randomly
selected bidder (bidder 23). Similar results can be obtained
in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), which validates the truthfulness of
PRAM further.

6.3 EqualSumBid Sybil-proofness

Fig. 7 shows the utilities of a randomly selected bidder
(bidder 7). The bidder 7 performs an EqualSumBid Sybil
attack by submitting two bids. Only the sum of requested
channels and the sum of bid values are required no change
before and after the EqualSumBid Sybil attack. From Fig.
7(a) and Fig. 7(b), we can see that the utility of Sybil
attack bid is always lower than or equal to that of the
truthful one. Therefore, Fig. 7(a) demonstrates that PRAM
is two fictitious identities EqualSumBid Sybil-proof. The
same experiment in Fig. 7(c) implies that ALETHEIA cannot

prevent EqualSumBid Sybil attack well. As shown in Fig.
7(c), there are two successful attacks in 50 sets of contrast
experiments. The results indicate that ALETHEIA cannot
prevent EqualSumBid Sybil attack well.

In addition, we have experimentally proved that PRAM
can also resist the multiple fictitious identity EqualSumBid
Sybil attack in Fig. 9. We assume that the attacker is divided
into three and six fictitious identities, respectively. By com-
paring Fig. 7(a), Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b), it can be concluded
that with the increasing number of fictitious identities the
attacker uses, the attackers’ utility goes down. In all, the ex-
perimental results show that PRAM is EqualSumBid Sybil-
proof under two fictitious identities and multiple fictitious
identities.

In addition, to validate that PRAM can achieve
EqualSumBid Sybil-proofness without the “same-fictitious-
coordinate” limitation, we conduct experiments where a
randomly selected bidder performs EqualSumBid Sybil at-
tacks under two fictitious identities with different coor-
dinates but the same interference relationship within 10-
meter, 30-meter and 50-meter ranges. The results with
above settings are shown in Fig.8(a), Fig.8(b) and Fig.8(c),
respectively. Similar results can be achieved under more
fictitious identities, which validates that PRAM can also
guarantee the EqualSumBid Sybil-proofness without the
“same-fictitious-coordinate” limitation. It is noted that those
fictitious identities must be in a certain range, which ensures
the same neighboring relationship in the interference graph.
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(a) PRAM(Three fictitious identities)

(b) PRAM(Six fictitious identities)

Fig. 9: Utilities when bidding truthfully and under multiple
fictitious identity EqualSumBid Sybil attack

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to validate the
Sybil-proofness without “same-fictitious-coordinate” limi-
tation. Other mechanisms in this field are all require the
“same-fictitious-coordinate” limitation explicitly or implic-
itly.

6.4 Fairness
Similar to Ref. [8], [12], we evaluate the fairness of PRAM
and ALETHIA by using Jain’s fairness index [35], which is
defined as

J =
(
∑

i∈W ai)
2

|W | ·
∑

i∈W a2i
, (7)

where ai is the number of channels allocated to buyer i,
and W is the set of winning buyers. The index ranges from
1/|W | (the worst case) to 1 (the best case).

Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) show the fairness index when
we vary the number of channels and set the number of SUs
to 100 or 500, respectively. The fairness indices of PRAM are
always near 0.82, which are almost the same as or a little
larger than those of ALETHEIA.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we are the first to point out that the traditional
Sybil attack model with truthful bidding is too restrictive
to follow and present a practical EqualSumBid Sybil attack

(a) 100 SUs

(b) 500 SUs

Fig. 10: Fairness of PRAM and ALETHEIA on the number
of channels

model. Aiming to resist this kind of Sybil attack, we propose
PRAM, a practical Sybil-proof auction mechanism for mul-
tichannel allocation while achieving individual rationality,
truthfulness and EqualSumBid Sybil-proofness. And we
have theoretically proven the EqualSumBid Sybil-proofness
of PRAM and extensively evaluated its performance. Eval-
uation results show that PRAM achieves truthfulness and
EqualSumBid Sybil-proofness on spectrum redistribution.
In our future work, the “part-fictitious-winner” assump-
tion mentioned in Section 3.2 and the “different-fictitious-
coordinates” assumption, where fictitious identities may
possess different coordinates, are worthy of attention and
will be discussed for studying more practical Sybil attacks.
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